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Well stoke our lives on ft:

Count Dracula noted for cruelty
Editor's note: The TRAIL
went to press before we could
cover Thursday evening's
presentation of "An Evening
with Count Dracula and His
Friends," by Prof. Raymond T.
McNally, so instead of a story on
McNally 's performance, we offer
the story of his search for Count
Dracula.
The legendary Count Dracula,
fictional nobleman who rose
from his coffin nights to drink
blood from the necks of
Victorian ladies, was inspired by
a real person—ghoulishly cruel,
but not a vampire.
Evidence that Dracula was
more than a creation of novelist
Bram Stoker and filmmaker Bela
Lugosi has been compiled by
two Boston College professors,
one of wham traces his heritage
to Dracula's times and has
tracked the vampire's trail
throughout Romania on three
separate occasions.
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Going up the Arges river to
its source in the mountains of
Wallachia, near the
Transylvanian border, Professors
Raymond McNally and
Romanian-born Radu Florescu
finally found Dracula's castle in
1969.
Surrounded by dense forests,
its walls rising straight up from
the sides of a 300-foot precipice,
the castle was every bit as
imposing, isolated and sinister as
the man, Prince Dracula, who
lived there.
Evidence from folkloric
stories in the castle area
combined with exhaustive
research in East European
archives indicates that Dracula
was a 15th century Romanian
prince, also nicknamed Vlad the
Impaler.
His name, Dracula, meaning
"son of the Devil," was derived
from his father, Dracul, which is
the word for Devil in modern
Romanian.
"We have no doubt that there
really was a Dracula," says
Oxford educated Florescu, "and
the count was as fiendish as his
fictional reputation, except he
wasn't a vampire."
The Dracula lore collected by
Florescu and McNally reveals
him to have been a great war
hero, praised by his subjects for
his valor, although he was also a

master of fiendish cruelty.
"This was a time of
widespread terror and war, but
Dracula refined toture to almost
an art form," says McNally.
Most of his horror came via the
stake; hence his sobriquet 'the
Impaler.'

IMPALED TURKS
"Once he made a virtual forest
out of 20,000 impaled Turks.
Another time he assembled the
sick and poor in a mansion and
put a torch to them to assure
that only healthy and rich
people would remain in his
realm."
Dracula's reputation spread
across several countries. He built
the walls of the fortress of
Bucharest, he founded other
castles and churches across a
wide area and was the first
Romanian ruler of whom an
authentic contemporary painting
exists. But his name and his
modern identity as a vampire is
entirely unknown in Romania.
Dracula, however, is a
national hero, despite his
cruelties. One of the most
famous lines of Romanian
poetry laments, "Vlad the
Impaler, where are you when we
need you?"
There are varying reasons for
his Draconian cruelty, the
historians believe. Some were
"maniacal" acts of a Jack the
Ripper nature.
"He'd slit the bellies of his
mistresses when they became
pregnant," says Florescu.
The scholars say that some of
his cruel nature stemmed from
his imprisonment by the Turks
as an adolescent, when he was
probably tortured together with
his brother. In a later jailing by
the Hungarians, he also
exhibited his depravity; he asked
his jailers to bring him mice and
birds and he impaled and tore
the feathers off of them.
"The mistreatment of his
mistresses, the use of
stakes—possibly potency
symbols—strongly suggest some
kind of sexual inadequacy," says
Florescu.
According to Slavic lore,
Dracula was killed near
Bucharest fighting the Turks. In
the best Dracula tradition, his
body was gone when his crypt
was exhumed in 1931. But the
absence of Dracula in the
vampire lore of the
peasants—who still believe
strongly in vampires,
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Senator Henry M. Jackson

Cheryl Doten

particularly in Transylvania—
lead the historians to say that
the Count never nipped a neck.
The creation of Dracula, "the
vampire," is clearly owed to
novelist Bram Stoker who
married the horror theme to
Transylvanian vampirism which
is, even by 'East European
standards,- ---particularly rich. To
this day, peas-ants use garlic to
ward off vampires and
ultimately drive a stake through
the suspected vampires' hearts.
Professors McNally and
Florescu are convinced of the
authenticity of Dracula because
of what they term the "striking"
similarities of Dracula
documents collected all over
Europe. Archives in Russia,
Germany and Romania, official
court histories in Turkey and
Hungary, Slavic, Romanian and
German folk tales all coincide in
terms of theme and plot, even
down to details.
But Dracula's castle still
enjoys ill repute among the
villagers in the area and the local
peasants do not visit it too
often. Even in the course of the
scholars' expeditions to the
castle, Dr. Florescu's uncle was
seriously injured and has been in

Contemporary portrait of Count Dracula
hospitals in Bucharest ever since.
It seems that despite the
serious and scholarly efforts of
the two professors to identify
the real, perhaps demented but
not vampirical Dracula, the
horror remains. Recorded in
local folklore in the villages
within a 20-mile radius of castle
Dracula, the stories of the real
Dracula assembled by Florescu
and McNally are as exciting and
chilling as the fictitious monster
that has terrified generation
after generation.
McNally, professor of history
and director of the Slavic and
East European Center at Boston
College, went on a Fullbright
grant to Romania in order to
pursue the shadowy,
bloodthirsty subject of his new
book, co-authored with Dr.
Florescu, In Search of Dracula.
His field of specialization is
Russian and East European
intellectual history, but he is

also a horror movie buff and has
a special interest in the folklore
of the vampire in Europe.
It was the viewing of the Bela
Lugosi vampire of the 1931 film
which, McNally says, started his
wondering, some 15 years ago,
about the historical basis of the
film and Bram Stoker's 1897
novel, Dracula.
McNally has studied and
traveled extensively in Europe
and Russia, studying at the
University of Paris, Fordham
University and the Free
University of Berlin, where he
received his Ph.D. in Russian
history in 1956. He also did
post-graduate research at
Leningrad University.
Aside from In Search of
Dracula, he has written two
books and many articles on
Peter Chaadayev, a Russian
writer virtually unknown to the
West who was the Pasternak of
Russia in the 1830's.

Sen. Jackson:

Oil mongers blamed for crisis
by Alan Smith
Sen. Henry M. Jackson told
UPS students Monday afternoon
that tax loopholes and
profit-hungry international oil
companies are chiefly to blame
for the energy crisis.
The Washington State
senator, who sits on the Board
of Visitors of the UPS School of
Law, said the energy crisis will
not be eased much by a
settlement of the conflict in the
Middle East.
He said it will only be eased
by developing our own resources
and by seeking alternative
sources of energy.

WARNING
Calling for a nation with
and
"economic growth
environmental quality," Jackson
said it is possible to have an
America in which all citizens are
employed and can enjoy the
"bounty" of this country.
Jackson is the author of the
National Environmental Policy
Act and, in the words of UPS
Vice President Richard Dale
Smith, has been concerned
about conservation and the
environment long before anyone
else could even spell them.
He also authored the bill
which created the Redwood and
North Cascades Parks.
Jackson, who was a
presidential aspirant in 1972,
claimed he tried to warn people
at the time that an energy crisis
was shaping up. He said no one
would believe him.
He castigated President Nixon
for not acting on his warnings
about a possible Middle East oil
problem, and for delaying his
request a year ago that an energy
czar be appointed.
Jackson is considered a
leading contender for the
Democratic Presidential
nomination in 1976.

Until the United States can
become independent of other
countries for petroleum
products, the senator continued,
it will have to contend with
energy problems. Thirty-five per
cent of U.S. oil, he said, is
imported. Only 6% comes from
the Middle East.
He accused the oil companies
of neglecting home oil fields in
favor of lower-cost oil from the
Middle East. (It costs $2.40 to
produce a barrel of oil in the
U.S. and four cents a barrel in
Saudi Arabia.)
Oil companies have also
benefited handsomely from tax
loopholes, which Jackson
opposed in Congress.
Consequently, the senator
explained, prices have entered
the stratosphere, and the
economies of Western Europe,
Japan, and many emerging
countries are in danger of
"catastrophe."
Jackson, who chairs a Senate
subcommittee on investigations,
said the Senate will begin
Monday to study the oil
problem. Hopefully, he said, a
review of the oil business'
policies will lead to the creation
of governmental regulations
which oil companies must
recognize if they wish to
continue to do business.
A large portion of the Senate
hearings will be to determine
whether the companies have vast
oil reserves in America which
they are neglecting, waiting for
the price of oil to rise.

the U.S. must be more
self-sufficient.
Currently, the Congress is
considering a Jackson bill which
would allocate $20 billion
dollars for research into energy
source alternatives.
Jackson said that ultimately
we will need to find other
sources of energy, which might
include solar or hydrogen fusion
sources. In addition, it will be
necessary to develop Alaskan
and Continental Shelf oil
reserves, and learn how to
convert various other substances
to fuel without accompanying
pollution.

ENERGY BINGE

BLACKMAIL

Most of all, he said, we must
conserve.
"We have been on an energy
binge for too long," Jackson said
at a UPS press conference
Monday. "We have to try to do a
better job of saving oil."
But in the meantime, we
should be looking into the
"areas of infinite supply," he
warned.
On American-Russian foreign
policy, Jackson said he wanted a
"real detente—not a phony
one." He claimed the cause of
world peace was not helped by
the "Great Grain Robbery of
1972," which cost the American
consumer $1 billion in wheat
prices.
Jackson said he would not
support economic assistance to
the Soviet Union until it agrees
to limit its strategic arms and
grants its citizens the right to
leave the country, if they wish.

Jackson decried the
tendencies of Arab countries to
use their oil as a political
weapon to force heavily
dependent nations to bow to
their political demands. He said
the United States should never
get itself into a position where it
can be "blackmailed" by
Arabian "potentates." He said

The senator pointed out that
Russia's two great living
dissenters —novelist Alexander
Solzhenitsyn and physicist
Andrei Sakharov—have both
endorsed the Jackson
Amendment which would deny
trading privileges to the Soviet
Union until it revises its
domestic policies concerning
human rights.

'Loudmouthed fool'
helps people know
the enduring value
of Women Studies
Why must we at UPS be constantly forced to fight
for the things which should come naturallyat a liberal arts
college? The whole question of,Women Studies at a
school which claims to offer a broad base of knowledge
about all aspects of the human existence is ludicrous.
I hope that the members of the Faculty Senate
read Daniel Thompson's letter in the December 14 issue
of the TRAIL. It is unfortunate that the letter was not
published before the Women's Studies course, "Growing
Up Female in American Schools," was unfavorably
• reevaluated. It is ironic that a letter like Thompson's
would seem to be worth one hundred letters like Karen
Rudolph's intelligent observations in showing the need
for Women Studies by simply exposing the kind of
warped mentality which still exists.
Thompson would have us believe that woman's
only function in history has been to provide
entertainment for men and to thereby increase the
population. (What an absurd assumption. To refute such
a statement would be only admitting some degree of
rationality in his arguments.) Women's degradation lies
in man's idea of his sexual rights. Our religion, laws, and
customs are all founded on the belief that woman was
made for man and our educational system has done
,nothing but perpetuate these unfounded attitudes by
ignoring the misconceptions behind them. (An
interesting note is that all negative votes cast by the
Faculty Senate came from men. And why not?
Ignorance is much easier to control and exploit than
awareness.)
I was initially appalled by Thompson's letter. He
did not even bother to go the usual, more subtle role of
bemoaning the lost days when men were bastards
(gentlemen) and women were stunted eunuchs (ladies).
However, each successive reading of Thompson's
Treatise brought more cause for joy to my heart as I
realized the blessing in disguise we women at UPS had
been given, quite unintentionally. What better example
could we have to show that rape exists not only in the
lusty, physical form in dark alleyways, but in the mental
and emotional exploitation of human souls in bourgeois
bedrooms? It is not just the socially deprived, or the
blue-collar Archie Bunkers who are insensitive to
womeri as individuals, but the intellectual elite are also
wallowing in ignorance. We've come a long way, and
thank God that we have loudmouthed fools like
Thompson to remind us we still have a long way to go.
Perhaps there is hope for the Daniel Thompsons.
His kind are dissatisfied with themselves and need to
exploit; however, removing one set of victims will not cure the
deeper sickness which has also created other forms of
discrimination and social ills. If our society is to change
without violence it must be through education; there is
no other way. And after all, that is why we are all here.

Karen Huffman

Daily Evergreen

Scoop not good enough for educated vote
He's an unglamorous chap, shorter than you'd
imagine him to be, stocky of carriage and stodgy of
speech, the kind of senator you'd want to describe
as—well—senatorial, just the sort of man you'd picture
succeeding Richard Nixon.
He is "Scoop the Poop" Jackson—the 61-year-old
senator from the Evergreen State who has been called
"the most powerful man in America" (although there
are many idiots vying for the honor).
And he wants to be President. (So what else is
new?)
On the positive side, it certainly could be said of
Scoop Jackson that he is a personage to be respected in
the halls of Congress. He holds, of course, some very
important committee assignments, and a Ralph Nader
poll recently voted him Congress' most effective
member.
He has a squatter's claim on all the emerging
issues. He began talking three years ago about an
impending energy shortage. About two years ago, he
began calling for more research into energy problems
and a new energy administration. No one—least of all the
President—would listen at the time, so Jackson is now in
a good position to criticize the Nixon Administration for

dragging its feet.
Jackson scooped all his fellow Presidential
aspirants in predicting trouble in the Middle East; he has
long opposed the flow of Soviet arms into that region.
He has also won points (and the endorsements of
Alexander Solzhenitsyn and Andrei Sakharov) for his
hard-line criticism of U.S. grain deals with Russia, and
for his proposed legislation to deny trading privileges to
Russia until Jewish emigration restrictions are relaxed.
Big labor, the defense industry, American Jews,
and the Democratic pros are all behind Scoop Jackson
and his Presidential bid.
But his longtime support of U.S. involvement in
Vietnam, and his defense-spending posture as a cold
warrior, may have killed his chances of winning the
academic-liberal-young elements of his party. Scoop says
we need the "right kind of government and the right
kind of leadership," but liberal democrats are not
convinced that he fills his own bill. Liberal, educated
democrats are more likely to be looking along the lines
of an Elliot Richardson these days.
This may indeed be the Year of Scoop Jackson,
but he's not quite ready yet to swing the educated vote.

Alan Smith

Beat boredom--cancel Winterim
First, I would like to note an outstanding effort
by SAC in combatting this year's Winterim doldrums.
They have coordinated a full schedule of events and have
done an admirable job of publicizing them.
I am expecting the frats to hold up their part and
offer a few keggers to liven the campus up. The boogies
are falling on unusual days and in unusual styles (snow
and pajama boogies).
The TRAIL has done its small part, we feel, by
printing the WINTERIM DOLDRUMS CROSSWORD to
take up a little more time. With all this and more, one of
our writers was driven to make the comment, "My
goodness, who has time to be bored!S
But as things happen, worst has come to worst,
and after only two weeks some'people are feeling bored.
In spite of the extensive schedule of activities, people

A Column's Inch
by Alan Smith
Scoop Jackson may not please many of the people
much of the time, but when describing Monday what he
calls the "Great Grain Robbery of 1972," he said it all.
"I am looking forward to the time," he mused, "when
we won't have Butz to kick around."

TWO

with class only two hours a day are finding it hard to fill
the other 22.
Upon examination of this problem, one will find, I
believe, the source of the trouble lies in the fact that this
place was designed as a school; as such, it is impossible
for UPS to provide its students with non-academic
activities for the 14 waking hours that one isn't in class.
For an analogy, let's take a ski resort. Given snow,
there are quite a few people, I am sure, who could spend
28 days at a ski resort and not suffer from one iota of
boredom. However, given snow only two hours a day,
one would soon find a sever case of the Doldrums
setting in.
And here in academia we find many people with
only two hours of academics a day, if that much. With
the outmigration of sizeable portions of the student body
and faculty, the informal learning afforded by the
regular semester is harder to come by. It seems the only
thing the Winterim could possibly lend itself to is an
in-depth study of 40 or more hours a week of interest to
the student.
Arid so I say, since a school's a school no matter
how short the classes, perhaps we ought to join the
others in the outmigration, cancel Winter and with it the
doldrums, and go someplace more suited to meeting our
needs for an exciting four weeks.
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Program gives CHANCE to stand on own
by Sylvia Anderson

Cheryl Doten

Barbara Kristovich

Senate allocates funds
for extra TRAIL issue
The Student Senate voted
Tuesday night to allocate the
TRAIL additional funds to
publish an unscheduled edition
on February 8.
TRAIL Editor Alan Smith
explained an extra issue or two
would be required on either
February 1 or 8, or both,
because of last spring's calendar
change, which eliminated
Winterim break.
The Senate agreed to allocate
$350 for the costs, including
salaries, of one edition.
Bob Finney, yearbook editor
and University Councilman, said
all media heads were hired to
perform a job, that they were
not to be paid by the week, and
that the TRAIL editor should
publish the extra edition

without salary.
Finance Vice President Steve
Mills supported that
interpretation. He said Smith
was paid to do whatever it takes
to edit the student newspaper.
He pointed out that Smith
worked during the summer for
nothing.
Smith asked the chair to
entertain a motion to pay him
retroactively for his summer
work, and suggested it would be
hard to induce him to work for a
week for free.
He said that since the paid
staff would be cut in half for
that week, there would be just as
much work as on any other
issue.
The senate agreed to pay his
salary.

Emeritus professors barred
from evaluation committee
A special Faculty Senate
meeting was held Jan. 7 to
reconsider the membership of
the new Faculty Committee on
Appointments, Reappointments,
Tenure, and Promotion.
In December, the senate and
the full faculty approved a
proposal that called for the
committee to be composed of
"five career faculty with the
dean (of the university serving]
ex officio."
Argument centered on
whether the Faculty Code and
its by-laws included emeritus
faculty under the designation
"career faculty."
The School of Business had a
particular interest in the issue
because its unanimous nominee
for the committee was Emeritus
Professor John Prins.
"The question is not a matter
of personalities," Music
Professor Edward Seferian was
quick to point out. "It is a legal
matter. Two sources, the by-laws
and the code, have the ultimate
decision in legal matters."
Under the code and by-laws,
emeritus professors are issued
one-time contracts, have no
tenure, and are treated the same
as lecturers when it comes to
reappointment. Indeed, the only
definition of career faculty in
the code specifically states that
lecturers and emeritus professors
do not fall into this category.
A provision in the proposal
-

prohibits faculty members from
serving during a year in which
they are being evaluated, and
non-tenured professors are
technically re-evaluated every
year.
Because of the most
important nature of the
committee, the senate, in
drawing up membership
proposal for the committee,
wished to exclude lecturers who
may or may not be here at any
given time, John Lantz,
mathematics professor,
explained.
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The spring Pacific Rim
itinerary had the students
leaving here December 27 to
join the fall program students in
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Bangkok, Thailand. From
Bangkok the students were to go
to India.
If UPS couldn't have
obtained the visas, the spring
program would have been
cancelled and the fall program
students would have been forced
to come home early.
In the effort to clear up the
matter, Smith said U.S. Senator
Warren Magnuson was contacted
and he was able to get the Indian
embassy in Washington, D.C., to
consider the problem.
As it was, Smith said the visa
problem might have caused the
whole program to have been
scrapped had not Dr. Albertson's
itinerary been so convincing and
well-planned.
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Students in the Fall and
Spring Pacific Rim Overseas
Programs were able to get
together in India over Christmas
vacation, despite a mix-up in the
American Consulate in San
Francisco which almost held up
Indian visas for the group.
David Smith, director of the
overseas program and professor
of history, announced in
mid-December that a clerk in the
consulate had forgotten to send
tour director Robert Albertson
some papers required before
visas could be issued.
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students.
"Universities," he continued,
"share the same obligation of
other institutions in our society
to make opportunities available
to those who have not enjoyed
them in the past."
CHANCE is action. Barbara
Kristovich knows it, as do the
other 32 qualified Black, White,
Chicano and Native American
students from low-income
families who have received
CHANCE funds in the last three
years. Major donations from
concerned citizens, civic leaders
and business firms in this
community have made these
opportunities available.

Rim students reach India
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SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation.
Over 50,000 students aided each
year. For FREE information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive.
Kalispell, MT 59901.
YOU MUST APPLY EARLY...
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Job-finding, especially for
young adults, is becoming
increasingly difficult.
Educational requirements for
professional employment are
getting beyond the reach of
many as the college price tag
soars. Too many bright, young
minds, so important to this
country's future, are left behind
because the size of a wallet
excludes them from a chance at
a higher education.
For Barbara Engwell
Kristovich, 23-year-old teacher
at Seward Elementary School,
these barriers were a cold reality.
One of eight children, she felt
obligated to "stand on her own"
after graduating from Tacoma's
Wilson High School. She paid
her way through Tacoma
Community College on money
earned from an evening and
summer job as a lifeguard.
"Lifeguarding really put me
through the first two years," she
reflects. "But I wanted to go
on."
Desire to continue her higher
learning directed Kristovich to
the University of Puget Sound,
where she was forced to assume
heavy loan obligations to meet
the price of admission. She was
soon shouldered with substantial
debts and was looking for more
to come in her senior year.
"Every time I set foot on that
campus," she explained, "I
thought to myself, 'Are you sure
you know what you're doing?'"
Then, upon entering her
senior year, Kristovich learned
about CHANCE, a scholarship
program designed to assist
deserving, but financially
disadvantaged, young people in
the Puget Sound area. She
applied for aid through the
program and was chosen a
CHANCE scholar, making the
debt she is now re-paying much
less than she and her husband
would have faced without aid.
Kr istovich began teaching
three months after graduation
from UPS. Without the financial
assistance and visibility gained
through CHANCE, she admits,
"I would not have this
position, the job I prefer over
any other."
"The children in my
schoolroom mean as much to me
as would a child of my own,"
she said. "So many of the kids
have only one parent and, at
times, I feel I represent the
parental figure they may miss at
home."
UPS wants to give people like
Barbara Kristovich a chance to
make it. Established in 1971,
CHANCE is the university's first

campus-wide, community-wide
scholarship program. Conceived
and supported by representatives
from all facets of the university
and surrounding community, it
now enters its third year. The
1973 goal is to raise sufficient
funds for 50 CHANCE scholars
to attend UPS next year.
Inherent in the program is
another concern. As President
Philip Phibbs recently explained:
"A real university is a diverse
cauldron in which the broad
spectrum of society's problems
and opportunities are recreated.
A wide diversity among our
student population is vitally
important to the enrichment of
the educational experience of all
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Energy panel examines aspects of current crisis by Marcy Christiansen
UPS students were invited to
participate in an Energy Crisis
Panel, Wednesday, Jan. 15. The
panel featured Virgil McNabb of
Western Oil and Gas, Max
Stallnecker of the National
Caucus of Labor, Larry Hall,
vice president of Puget Power
Company, UPS student Barb
Hunter, and UPS professors
Frank Peterson, sociology, and
Gordon Alcorn, biology.
McNabb stated the people are
looking for a scapegoat to
shoulder the responsibility for
the energy crisis.
The crisis is not the result of
only one faction, McNabb said,
but rather the contribution and
combination of many things
building up within the system.
He cited the Alaska pipeline, the
moratorium in Santa Barbara,
the lack of sufficient reason as
to why some oil fields remain
unopened, and restrictions put on
the oil industries.
An optimistic McNabb
assured listeners that the U.S. is
not running out of power, that
there are many sources yet to be
developed. He ended by likening
the energy crisis to "an
international poker game".
Peterson shared his ideas on
the relationship of the energy

crisis to urban communities. He
stated that in numbers we have
commited two-thirds of our
living space to cars. Peterson
listed some changes he believes
we might witness in the future as
a result of the energy crisis: the
end or slowing down of urban
sprawl with people living closer
to their work, less highway travel
because of mass transit lines, a
change in visiting
patterns—neighbors in a city's
high-rise apartment complex
would become friends curtailing
cross-town visits, the renovating
of the city center, a greater
premium on recreation resulting
possibly with more time spent
watching TV, and a disruption
of work patterns bringing about
fewer work hours.
Peterson stated that the car
also has nontransportational
significance in our society: it
provides a place of isolation and
privacy, represents power and
prestige, a sense of risk and
daring challenge and most of all
a sense of identity.
Hunter summarized Oregon's
voluntary rationing program and
commented on the possible
nation-wide ration program.
Under Oregon's plan, cars
with license numbers ending in
even digets will be allowed to
purchase gas on the even

numbered days of the month
and those with odd numbered
digets on the odd numbered
days of the month. On
Saturdays anyone could
purchase gas on a first-come,
first-serve basis.
Hunter said federal rationing
would be very expensive and
time consuming in addition to
possibly creating a black market.
She believes that rationing will
not be necessary if people agree
to a voluntary cutback and if
Congress will work alongside the
oil companies.
Stallnecker stated that the
energy crisis is the result of the
oil companies defrauding
psychologically disabled citizens.
Stallnecker believes that the
capitalists are running our
country. This "depression" the
U.S. is going through is a
brainwashing technique to get
people to accept lower standards
of living. He cited a recent
newspaper article which told of
the shortage of fuel for
commercial airplanes resulting in
the laying-off of airline workers.
Next to this article was printed a
report that said the amount of
airfuel had increased.
Stallnecker stated that the
ultimate problem of the energy
crisis is the result of a
psychological war against self

which can only be eliminated by
spreading the word that the
crisis is a fraud instead of sitting
back and accepting everything as
truth. Stallnecker ended by
saying that, "the only way out
[of this crisis] is to learn to see
yourself as someone who can
change the situation."
Man needs to take a careful
look at the biological facts when
making decisions which affect
the land and resources, Alcorn
said, because energy and
environment are not always
compatible. Wildlife and
resources cannot be replaced.
He cited the example of
building the Columbia River
Dams to create cheap electrical
power for the Northwest which
almost depleted a species of
salmon because no fish ladders
were built in two of the dams. In
this case, electrical power was

chosen as a top priority over
wildlife.
Hall concluded the panel
saying that with the exception
of water-generated power,
electricity is a renewable form of
energy which must be developed
immediately and needs a blance
of supply and demand.
Hall believes that the U.S. is
out of balance regarding the oil
situation and that in the future
we will be looking to coal,
nuclear, geothermal, fusion, and
solar power for energy. Hall
stated that there is hope, in the
long run, that a satisfying
substitute for conventional fuel
will emerge.
The panel agreed that the
energy crisis means
self-examination of values and
priorities in all areas of life.
What do we really want not to
give up?

History Departme at wants essays
The History Department is
offering a $50 prize for the best
essay submitted by any student
enrolled in a history course at
UPS.
The professors of the History
Department will submit the best
papers from their classes by May

1 5 , 1974. Professor Ted
Taranovski, department member
and chairman of Academic
Standards Committee, said the
contest reflects the history
faculty's concern for the quality
of writing ability possessed by
its students.

EWSC fails in state liquor bid
Eastern Washington State
College has failed in its bid to
become the first state school
authorized to sell liquor on
campus.
The State Liquor Control
Board rejected a liquor license
application recently from John D.
Worland, who had been
authorized by EWSC trustees to
seek the license.
The board said its denial was
based on an 1895 law banning
liquor sales on the University of
Washington campus and that its
decision was reinforced by
legislative failure to repeal the
law and recent voter rejection of the
19-year -old drinking age.
EWSC student body president
Carol Worthington called the
board's use of the drinking age
vote "ridiculous."
She said 64 per cent of the

2 for 1

students at Eastern are 21 or
older.
Workland said he will meet
with the board of trustees for
advice. He has 60 days to appeal
the decision.
EWSC trustees announced
shortly before Christmas break
that they still want beer and
wine sales on campus.
Trustees told Workland to
"exhaust all available
administrative procedures" in his
effort to secure a State Liquor
Board license to serve the
beverages within the school's
student union building.
Trustees said the college
attorney would support
Workland's effort. They said the

However, trustees declined to
adopt a policy statement
opposing the liquor board
action. Chairman Ronald E.
Robinson, Bellevue, and trustee
Morris G. Shore both said they
would block a statement.

THE WEE FLOWER SHOP
3810 No.26th
SK2-4250
POTTED PLANTS,
CUT FLOWERS,
AND CORSAGES

legislature should make a final
determination of whether liquor
should be sold on campus.

This term, your reading
assignments will probably
require around 500 hours
of your time.

classifieds

10 MISC FOR SALE
LOUDSPEAKER SALE. Buy
from the factory. Freight
damaged and re-checked
speakers. All fully warranted
electrically. Examples:
12-inch, three-way, $33.
15-inch, three-way, $44.
Gerard changer complete,
$29.50. AM/FM stereo/rec.,
$49.80. Similar savings on
Sony, JIC, Nikko, Gerard, etc.
Johnzer Products. 22638 85th
Place S., Kent. 854-5942.

You could cut it to
150

cl-tonc o fre .ivolyn Wood c nonstro tion
TACOMA:

Rodeway Inn
Interstate 5 at South 72nd Street

Sunday

January 20

20 FOR RENT
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE? We
have houses, apartments, and
duplexes. All areas, all prices.
Call 475-2820. RENTEX FEE

3:00 PM

74 HELP WANTED
Faculty home near campus
needs babysitter 9-10:50 a.m.
during the spring term. Good
weekly rates. Assured extra
income. Call 752-0372.

FOUR

El Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics (206) 624-1122
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Unearthly women freak out husbands
by John Black
Tonight and Saturday night,
Campus Films is presenting a
program of two seldomly seen
bizarre films. The films will
begin at 6 and 8:45 p.m. in
Mc006.
"Night Tide," made in 1961
by Curtis Harrington, stars
Dennis Hopper (who later
became famous in "Easy
Rider"). Hopper plays a sailor
on leave who falls in love with
an orphan girl posing as a
mermaid in a California seafront
show. But the girl believes she is
really a mermaid, because of
childhood fears which remain in
her subconscious.

WET FOOTPRINTS
The Jack-in-the-Box (Randy Clark) and the Blue Kangaroo
(Ralph Grapoli) converse in this Winterim drama
production, "The Blue Kangaroo," showing this weekend.

UPS Feel Show
sensitizes feelers
by Karen Huffman
The latest art exhibit in
Kittredge Art Gallery opened
Monday and will run through
January 30. Observers are
provided with blindfolds for
their visit through the gallery,
not because the work is visually
unaesthetic, but because the art
objects are presented specifically
for their tactile qualities.
This rather unique show asks
the observers to please touch
and even sports signs in braille.
In the Feel Show, as it has been
appropriately titled, the feeler is
encouraged to explore with his
or her hands the different
surfaces, the textures, the sizes,
and shapes of the works.
Visitors feel their way around
the gallery by following a cord
which leads from object to
object. The entries come from
all over the city in every size and
shape. The materials are as
varied as the artists'
imaginations, ranging from
melted polyurethane to fur and
feathers.
Professor Bill Colby and
Dallas Talley, a blind student
from Stadium High School,
judged the show using textural
variation and textural continuity
as their criterion. The ability to
determine exactly what the
objects are is not important; the
enjoyment of things which are
pleasurable to touch is
important.
Feeling out art is not as
far-fetched an idea as it may
seem. The various art
movements of the last 50 years
have probably been most
characterized by a mushrooming

interest in different media and
forms of expression.
Artists have been
experimenting with motion,
light, sound and odors as well as
textural materials and have
attained varying degrees of
success in reaching and
communicating with the more
traditional, visually-oriented
observer.
Not only does the UPS Feel
Show feel good in the tactile
sense, but in the intellectual
sense as well; it is exciting to
witness the development of
whole new art forms.
Perhaps the best feeling one
can get from the Feel Show is
one of reawakened sensual
awareness. As a society we have
become numb to altogether too
many experiences. Make your
fingers happy. Go feel your way
around Kittredge from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. weekdays and from I p.m.
to 5 p.m. Sundays.

Answers to Crossword
from page 7
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Haunting images, evocative
music and unusual location shots
establish a surrealistic
atmosphere of screen
expressionism. In one scene, the
sailor awakes from a cat-nap on
a couch because of a nightmare.
He then follows the girl's wet
footmarks through a narrow,
maze-like corridor, and finds her
among the caissons and pillars
beneath a pier, crouching in the
heavy waves.
Showing with "Night Tide" is
"Unearthly Stranger," a science
fiction vehicle from 1964. It
centers on a scientist who works
to perfect a formula which
would help man defy both time
and space. But it becomes
apparent that aliens are working
to halt his efforts. "Unearthly
Stranger" makes an interesting

combination with "Night Tide,"
because, like the sailor, the
scientist begins to suspect that
his wife is not of this earth.
On Tuesday, January 22,
Campus Films will present a
Win terim Film Festival,
consisting of four different
films. The program will begin at
7 p.m. and run to about 12:45
a.m. Viewers may enter and
leave whenever they wish.
The first film will be Peter
Sellers' classic "The Mouse That
Roared." It centers on the
world's smallest country,
Fenwick, which finds its
profitable wine exportation
industry threatened by a
California imitation. Fenwick
declares war on the United
States, hoping for a quick defeat
and post-war aid.
Following that, "You're a Big
Boy Now" will play. The film is
a 1967 work by Francis Ford
Coppola, who later wrote
"Patton" and directed "The
Godfather." It is a
comedy-drama about a shy
young man who decides to try
to find out about life despite his
virginity. Dustin Hoffman's
"The Graduate" was the first
youth film to be a major hit, but
it was in large part a copy of
"You're a Big Boy Now."
For horror film fans, the
third portion of the Film Fest
will be "Count Yorga,
Vampire." Originally planned to
be a sex/horror exploitationer,
the producers decided to try
straight terror instead of nudity.
The result was "Count Yorga,

STUDENT & FACULTY
DISCOUNTS
WATCHES
WEDDING RINGS
EARS PIERCED FREE

Vampire," a surprisingly good
low-budget entry with several
scary scenes, including a
hysterical climax.

'SORORITY GIRL'
For anyone who is still
awake, Campus Films will
conclude its first Winterim Film
Festival with a Roger Corman
1958 opus, "Sorority Girl."
The film portrays a vindictive
sorority pledge who wreaks
havoc and near-tragedy on the
lives of her fellow members, by
blackmailing and slandering a
number of innocent people and
leading one unfortunate girl to
suicide (whoever wrote the
script is probably now writing
"All My Children," the new
classic of television soapers).
UPS sorority girls might enjoy
comparing themselves to the
characters in this sensationalistic
potboiler.
There may be an "Insanity
Film Festival" at the beginning
of March, if student attendance
at the Winterim Film Festival is
large enough.

pir INV • 4111,
P: CONNE
THEATRES"

I
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1:2!
of Bullitt and The
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French Connection I.
0 "THE:SEVEN UPS"
last wee',

From Walt Disney 1
Productions
"ROBIN HOOD"

OD

DIAMONDS
PROMISE RINGS
ENGRAVINGS

JEWELRY AND WATCH REPAIR
HOURS:

aR Clint Eastwood
I-;-4 Is Dirty Harry In
"MAGNUM POURCE"
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"THE NEW LAND". d
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Armchair
Expert
with Dann Tillinghast

Button, button with variations
"Super Sunday" may have just faded into the sunset but it's
already time to start oiling the old glove.
Yes, friends, even though the World Series seems like it was
just yesterday, spring training is right around the corner.
And the high priests and rulers of our national pasttime have
made sure they have remained in the headlines during the winter
break by playing their own version of "Button, Button."
Not just any old game of "Button, Button," you understand.
The moguls of baseball play an "exciting" brand of "Button, Button"
with several interesting variations.
One version is entitled "Franchise Franchise, who gets the
Franchise" and it features those pitiful homeless waifs, the San Diego
Padres.
The Padres are a team beset with a few problems. First of all,
they are lousy. They came into the league in about 1967, took up a
comfortable residence in the National League basement and have
remained there ever since. Secondly, they play in San Diego, where it
is warm and beautiful a good part of the year with lots of things to
do. No one there wants to go see a baseball team that's 43 games out
of first place.
As a result, Padre crowds usually average about a handful a
game (including 17 vendors, six parking attendants and the team
owner). Now, in baseball, when your team doesn't draw crowds and
hence doesn't make money, there is one sure solution. Sell.
Enter Joseph Dazanavsky, a Washington D.C. businessman
who offered to buy the team for $12 million and move them to
Washington. (Washington, incidentally, has failed to support two
previous ballclubs.) At any rate, it seemed the deal was all set to go
through over the outraged wailings of the suddenly new-found San
Diego fans, when a funny thing happened. Dazanavsky couldn't come
up with the dough.
So, why should that stop the San Diego owner? He can't
afford the Padres. So he•trys to sell his team to one Majorie Everett.
Well and good. Except that long, long ago Majorie Everett was
involved in a bit of hanky panky. And everyone knows all of baseball
is made up of dashing heroes and eagle scouts. So Majorie Everett is
declared null and void by the National League.
Which brings us back to the present. Washington wants the
Padres but can't afford them. Majorie Everett wants to keep the
Padres but she is supposedly tainted. In the meantime, Willie
McCovey, recently acquired by the Padres, says he'll be glad to report
to the team. If someone decides where he's supposed to go. Hey guys,
what about Seattle?
Another variation of "Button, Button" is called "Manager
Manager, who gets the Manager," featuring the clown prince of
baseball, Charles Finley.
Our story goes like this: "Dashing" Dick Williams manages
Finely's Oakland team to a second straight world title. Immediately
after the series, Williams announces he is resigning from the A's in
order to manage the New York Yankees. Finley, overcome by the
euphoria of victory, publicly wishes Williams good luck in his new
venture. (But keep in mind, faithful readers, that Finley's wishes were
given orally. Dick Williams had not been given his written release from
his two-year contract.)
Two days after the series, Finley phoned Sparky Anderson,
manager of the Cincinnati Reds, about the Oakland job. Anderson,
who is no dummy, refused. Whereupon Finley decided he wouldn't
let Williams go to the Yankees without compensation. He didn't want
much, you understand. Just the Taj Mahah and half of downtown
New York, or $40 million in diamonds.
Well, the Yankees figured if Finley could do it, they could do
it. So they demanded compensation from the Detroit Tigers who had
signed Ralph Houk, the Yankees' old manager.
With three teams managerless and in danger of suffering an
identity crisis, Joe Cronin, American League President, did something
rare for a baseball official. He held a meeting (that's not very rare) and
took some action (that's rare).
New York had to give up Houk because it had held a press
conference or something and okayed. it already. And they didn't get
Dick Williams because he still had two years left with Oakland. So Bill
Virdon ended up managing the Yanks, Ralph Houk is in Detroit, and
Dick Williams is a businessman. For a while anyway.
Which only proves one thing. The game of baseball might
need a little pepping up, but the characters are right up there with "As
the World _Turns," as far as acting goes.

Small western college alliance sought
by Dann Tillinghast
Athletic Director Doug
McArthur returned from the
N CA A Convention in San
Francisco with an important job.
He has been named chairman
of a committee to study the
possibility of forming an alliance
of west coast small college
schools.
"It would probably be an
alliance in all sports, with no
rigid rules about which schools
participate in which sports,"
McArthur said. "There would be
leagues in some sports, with
coast-wide championships and
playoffs."
Schools which have expressed
interest in the possibilities of an
alliance include San Francisco
State, Los Angeles State, St.
Mary's, Nevada Reno, Portland
State, Santa Clara and several
other California schools.
It is the opinion of this writer
that there would be many
advantages for UPS if it
competed in a conference. First,
there would be a great saving in
travel. Currently, the Loggers
play opponents from
Pennsylvania to Hawaii. While
trips to Hawaii are undoubtedly
enjoyable, they are expensive. If
UPS participated in a
conference, its farthest trip
would be to California.
Secondly, there are the
rivalries that would spring up
through conference play. A
game between UPS and Portland
that counted in a league race
would have a lot more
excitement value than a game
with, say, Geore Fox that didn't
mean much of anything.
Participation in a conference
would bring the thrills of a
league race for the title; more
importantly, it would mean a
better chance for the Loggers to
participate in post-season

competition. With its status as
an independent, about the only
way the UPS football team
could go to a bowl game would
be if it went 10-0 and outscored
its opponents 500-6.
The new conference is not
yet a sure thing. Only the
groundwork has yet been laid.

Turnovers break morale
In any sport turnovers can be
deadly.
Nowhere is this more true
than in basketball, where a series
of turnovers can lead to quick
scores by the opposition and
break the morale of a young
team.
The UPS Loggers have
suffered from turnovers before.
Last Monday it happened again
and the result was an 81-71
victory for the Portland
University Pilots.
Using a disciplined pattern
offense and switching from a
zone to a man-to-man defense,
the Loggers established early
control over Portland.
With three minutes remaining
in the half, the Loggers, behind
the shooting of the super
freshman David Johnson, had
opened up an 11-point lead over
the Pilots at 36-25. Then the
roof fell in.
UPS began to go for the
quick shot rather than passing
the ball and the Loggers hit a
cold spell. Portland caught fire
and outscored Puget Sound 16-4
to take a 41-38 halftime lead.

Top scorer
Fred Cain was the only
Logger to show up in the
recently released Northwest
scoring race. Cain, a junior, has
put in 199 points in 12 games
for a 16.2 clip. St. Martin's, who
the Loggers will meet January
31, has three players averaging
18 points a game or better.
Eldridge Dickey, Pacific
University forward, leads the
Northwest in scoring with a 23.1
average.

If You Qualify
Your Aetna Campus Rep
Offers a Plan c Accumulation
UNIQUE TO THE

LESSONS & SUPPLIES

FINANCIAL WORLD

RICH THOREEN

840 So. 78th St.
Open 1-4:30 p.m.
Tues.-Sat.

The Loggers battled back to
tie the score at 57 with nine
minutes to go. Four consecutive
turnovers by UPS put Portland
into a five-point lead and they
were never able to catch up.
David Johnson, Sam May and
Eric Walker gave the Loggers a
balanced scoring attack for one
of the few times this season.
Johnson had 23 points to lead
the team while May had 15 and
Walker, another freshman, put in
13.
UPS is now 5-9.

UNIQUE
FINANCIAL PLANNING

MACRAME
MS. MAC'S
MACRAME SHOP

As McArthur stated, "There are
still too many things up in the
air. We didn't expect to come
out of one meeting with a
conference, but we did make
substantial progress."
This is one writer who hopes
that progress ends up in the
form of a new league.

Your Campus Rep

AETNA LIFE & CASUALTY CO.
SUITE 633 TACOMA MALL
LIFE & CASUALTY

OFFICE BLDG.

475-5600

Call GR2-2012 anytime

Batteries
not included.

GLENDALE COLLEGE
OF LAW
A Degree Program Qualifying Graduates For Calif. Bar Exam
5 Min. From Downtown Los Angeles In A Suburban Community
Enrollment Now Being Accepted For March Term
Inquiries Are Invited By The Dean Of Admissions:

GLENDALE COLLEGE OF LAW
220 NO. GLENDALE AVE
GLENDALE, CA. 91206

SIX

Just apples. Ripe, rosy apples. Tart. Sweet. With a crisp,
flaky crust. McDonald's Hot Apple Pie. Comes completely
assembled in a handsome gift box.

McDonald's
U u ®

6311 6th Ave.

(213)247-0770

802 Tacoma Ave. So., 7217 Pacific Ave., 6002 100th St. S.W.
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Students enrolled for the first time in the Fall Term 1973
may still apply for Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Funds.
Applications will be received by the Office of Education up to April
1974.

s
Friday, Jan. 18
Blood Drive
Dracula Symposium: 1 p.m., SUB
Campus Flick: "The Unearthly Stranger" & "Night
Tide," 6 & 8:45 p.m., Mc006
Senior Recital: Marilyn Rehfeld, pianist, 8:15
p.m., Jacobsen Hall
Wrestling: Warner Pacific at UPS, 7:30 p.m.
UP WITH PEOPLE! 8 p.m., Pacific Lutheran
Auditorium
Sigma Nu Open Bar: 8:30 p.m.

A teach-in on the impeachment of President Nixon sponsored
by the UW Faculty & Staff Committee for Impeachment & the
ASUW, will take place on February 1, at the U. of W. Lectures and
workshops will feature Henry Steele Commager, Congressmen Ron
.Dellums and "Pete" McCloskey. Giovanni Costigan will debate
William Rusher (National Review) on impeachment. Those who would
like to attend organizing meetings or the session on February 1 may
contact Ken Smith (ext. 3336).

Saturday, Jan. 19
Campus Flick: "The Unearthly Stranger" & "Night
Tide," 6 & 8:45 p.m., Mc006
Volleyball Marathon
Basketball at Montana
UP WITH PEOPLE! 8 p.m., Pacific Lutheran
Auditorium
Wrestling: Simon Fraser here, 2:30 p.m.
Swimming: Portland, B.C. here, 1:30 p.m.

President Phibbs and the university's Vice Presidents will be
in the Student Lounge for the fourth edition of "Questions and
Answers" on Tuesday, Jan. 22, at 4 p.m. All are invited to come and
bring their questions, comments or answers.

Monday, Jan. 21
Financial Aid Workshop: 7-8 p.m.
Senior Recital: Barry Williams, organist, 8:15 p.m.,
First United Methodist Church
Basketball Game at Idaho
Game Night

Registration is now being accepted for the spring semester
accelerated reading class, sponsored by the Counseling and Human
Development Center. The course, designed to improve reading rate,
comprehension, and study techniques, consists of eight Wednesday
evening sessions, 7 to 10 p.m., beginning February 13, 1974. A $25
course fee includes all materials except paper and pencils. Interested
students should register at the Counseling and Human Development
Center, Room 201, SUB, ext. 3372.

Tuesday, Jan. 22
Question and Answers, with President Phibbs, 4
p.m., SUB
Film Festival: 7 p.m.-1 a.m., Mc006
Wednesday, Jan. 23
Depression: 4-5 p.m., Tenzler Lounge
Wrestling: at Southern Oregon
University Chamber Orchestra : 8:15 p.m.,
Jacobsen Hall
Mini-Mechanics: 7:30-9:30 P.m.

Winterim Doldrums Crossword
answers on page 5

Thursday, Jan. 24
Las Vegas Night

(no fair peeking)
50 Florida resort
city
Lower back
52 Play on words
Highest point
53 Fuel
54 1965 baseball MVP
Fear of Heights
Discomfort
57 Famous ship
Circus performer
58 --Japanese War
(pl.)
59 Fiendish
Mass. — of Tech. 61 Oklahoman city
Part of wedding
62 Expect
ceremony (pl.)
63 Moslem potentates
64 Abstainer
German city

ACROSS

1
11
15
16
17
18
19

20
22 — Scully
23 Never: Ger.
24 Type of soup
26 Sweetsop
28 Man's name
30 John or Jane
31 Medicinal

DOWN

1

Aids to digestion
2 Sourness
3 Crosby, e.g.
4 Swoboda and Hunt
5 Make a choice
6 If — a hammer
7 Arthur Miller
family
8 Spanish or
Portuguese
9 U. S. Military
decoration
10 Peggy ---11 Relating to bees
12 G. B. Shaw play

substances

33 One named after
35
37
38
42
46
47
49

another
Rests
Italian coin
Hugh Hefner bunny
Hard worker
Poetic term
Advertisements
(slang)
Alaskan city

1

4

3

2

5

6

7

8

9

Friday, Jan. 25
Campus Flick: "The Ugly American," 6 & 8:30
p.m., Mc006
Wind Ensembles: 8:15 p.m., Jacobsen Hall
Rainier Brewery Trip: 2 p.m., SUB
Wrestling: at San Francisco Tourney
Swimming: at Chico State

13 Recognized
Incorrectly
Common suffix
Bullfighter
Born
Eastern group of
colleges (abbr.)
28 "Such — for the
course"
29 Leaves out
32 Argentine plains
34 Spahn's teammate
36 Part of an
intersection
38 Go to —
39 Going away
40 Region of Asia
Minor
41 Try to equal or
surpass
43 Sound
44 Come forth
45 Secondhand dealer
48 121/2 cents
51 Urges
55 Malay law
56 Brazilian heron
57 Palm drink
58 Body of water
60 Ignited

14
21
25
27

10

11

12

13

14

/

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?"
SEE

Proctor

15

16

SHOE REPAIR

17

18

3817 1/2 North 26th
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38
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DEVELOP AND PRINT YOUR OWN PHOTOS
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EVERYTHING FROM SOUP TO NUTS

NATURE'S
SK2-6144
NOOK

3812 No. 26th St.
Hours 10 a.m.— 6 p.m. Mon.—Sat.

PHOTO-FINISHING
RENTAL DARKROOM
PICTURE GALLERY
* RENTAL EQUIPTMENT
* DARKROOM SUPPLIES

Sound complicated? At Photo-Dark,
it's easy. They have complete darkroom
facilities, including all the equipment
and chemicals you need.
Photo-Dark teaches classes in
beginning, advanced and experimental
photography. Although a small fee is
charged for regular classes, a special free
beginner's class will be held every
Wednesday from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
At Photo-Dark you can even rent a
private studio for your own use. If you
don't have a camera, you can rent one.
Bee , looking for a convenient place
to have your film processed? Photo-Dark
is within close walking distance, and not
only will they be glad to process your
film, but they will also give you a 10%
discount.
So come on in—look around or call
SK9 4711
and reserve a spot in Wednesday's
now
free class
-

the phstoillark
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IMPEACHMENT
(Under new
THE management)
NEW
WORLD

because I love my Country
With flag in red, white & blue. Bumpersticker: $.35 @, 5/51, 100/$12. Smaller
sticker: $.35 @, 10/$1, 100/55. Fast delivery, Constitutional Enterprises, Inc.,
non-profit, PO Box 54129d, Atlanta, Ga. 30308

LOCAL REPS WANTED

Library size 1973 edition, brand new,
still in box.
COST NEW $45.00

STUDENT— FACULTY 10% SAVINGS

2802 6th Ave.
Across the street
from Pizza Haven

Watches $10.95 up

phone 272-5788

Diamonds

Gift Certificates

Rings $14.95 up

Fenton glass giftware
Free ear-piercing with purchase

Nationally known Brands

All repairs done on premise

Charms

Credit welcome

Bracelets

Hours: 10- 6 Mon. —Sat.

Our 28th year

SK9-4242

SCHAEFFER'S JEWELERS C. M. W.
Your north end jeweler

3811 No. 26th at Proctor

For the best in
home cooking
I 1

Unbreakable-Pyrex
water pipes

WILL SELL FOR $15
Deduct 10% on orders of 6 or more

MAKE CHECKS
PAYABLE TO
DICTIONARY LIQUIDATION

visit Fred's

I 1104 PIPES
ROACH CLIPS
CUSTOM LEATHER
CLOTHING
INCENSE
• WATER BEDS
POSTERS
ROLLING PAPERS

Rorthern
Inn

AND MAIL TO

THE U.P.S. TRAIL
1500 NO. WARNER
BOX 105
TACOMA, WA. 98416

915 No.Lawrence

OPEN
9 AM — 9 PM

AVINGS COUP

Pee'

C.O.D. ORDERS ENCLOSE $1.00 GOOD WILL
DEPOSIT. PAY BALANCE PLUS C.O.D. SHIPPING ON DELIVERY. BE SATISFIED ON INSPECTION OR RETURN GOODS WITHIN 10
DAYS FOR FULL REFUND. NO DEALERS,
EACH VOLUME SPECIFICALLY STAMPED
NOT FOR RESALE.
PLEASE ADD $1.25 POSTAGE AND HANDLING.

FREE ORDER OF FRENCH FRIES
WITH PURCHASE OF A DELICIOUS
1/8000-TON (1/4 pound) HAMBURGER
OR CHEESEBURGER IF YOU BRING
THIS COUPON WITH YOU.

Pacific Bottling Company

DICTIONARIES
WEBSTER

COMING:NE ANNUAL
RAINIER SNOVVBUST.
Announcing the biggest Snowbust
challenge ever. The Porsche Pro Slalom
and Aerial Exhibition Competition.
If you're an expert skier, enter the pro
dual slalom or aerial exhibition
competition sponsored by the Northwest Porsche dealers. The overall
series champion in each of two events
will win a year's free lease of a 1974
2.0 Porsche 914!*

And for you mere mortals there'll be plenty of fun, games and
prizes for skiers and non-skiers alike. The Snowbust begins
at 12:00 Noon with Rainier skydivers jumping into the area
(weather permitting).
Anyone can enter our snow sculpture contest or the cherry
pie eating, egg pitching or frisbee fly-in contests, or enter the
Rainier T-shirt slalom and win a Rainier Superbeer T-Shirt.

If you feel particularly strong, maybe the Rainier keg putting
contest is your thing. Ummph. And all the while there'll be lots
of exciting things to enjoy, like a kite flying exhibition and
free use of K-2 demonstration skis.
What do you get for all this besides fun? K-2 skis, ski boots,
Farwest ski wear, back packs, radios and more. Competition
Water Ski by O'Brien Manufacturing Co. Summer Freestyle
Camp Tuition courtesy Salomon Bindings.
As in the past, there's no charge for entering any of the
events. Registration will be on a first-come-first-served basis.
so pick up your entry form at your nearest Porsche dealer or
take your chances on the hill. For more information, call
Rainier Snowbust, (206) MA 2-2600.

It all happens January 20 at Crystal Mountain, February 18
at Ski Acres and March 9 at Snoqualmie Summit. And at
five other top Northwest ski areas. Listen to KJR 950
for details. Another Rainier Good Time Event.

Presented by
Rainier Brewing
Company and KJR 950 Radio.

3205-6th AVE
SK9-3450
Checks accepted
Rainier Brewing Company, Seattle, Wa.
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